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Citations to the Record

Ibis case is the consolidated appeal of Ct .App. No. 33.312 and Ci. App. No.

33.701. Both original case numbers are the result of appeals ftc in District Court



No. D-1 l13-LR-20 1300007. Consequently, two “volumes” of the record proper

were produced. The first, styled “Transcript of the Record Proper.” was produced

as part of Ct. App. No. 33,312 and filed on November 6, 2013. The second, styled

“Supplemental Record Proper,” was produced as part of Ct. App. 33,701 and filed

on May 5, 2014. These two volumes are identical except that the second volume

contains twenty-eight additional pages of material cited as the supplemental record

proper, e.g. ISRP 164j.

In addition to the two record proper described above, the record in this case

also contains a CD containing audio recordings of the District Court proceedings

below. These recordings are playable using the For-the-Record Software. On this

software, the time and date stamps indicate the time and date that the recording

was made and not the time elapsed from the beginning of the recording. IIence. the

citation 110-1-13 CD 03:17:28-341 indicates that the recording was made on

October 1,2013 from 3:17:28 p.m. to 3:17:34 p.m.

I his brief ti1o\\ s Rule 23—1 12 \\IRA when citinz its sources.

ementofçom1ianee

This brief complies with Rule I 2-21 3(F ( 2 N\IRA because its body does.

not exceed thirty-five (35) pages.
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Related and Consolidated Appeal

As previously described, this case is the consolidated appeal of Ct. App. No,

33,312 and Ct. App. No. 33.701. Both oithese appeals are taken from District

Court case number D-l 1 13-LR-201300007. D-1 1 13-LR-201300007 was itself a de

novo appeal from Bradford James’ (hereinafter “Defendant”) conditional plea in

Magistrate Court case number M-35-DR-20 1200364. IRP 4-5j. Pursuant to

Defendant’s plea agreement in the Magistrate Court, Defendant reserved the right

to appeal both the denial of his “Motion To Dismiss for Violation Of Rule 6-506

[NMRA]” and the denial of his “Motion to Suppress-Illegal Stop.” IRP 51. On de

noio appeal, the District Court granted Defendant’s “Motion to Suppress-Illegal

Stop” and denied Defimdant’s “Motion To Dismiss For Violation Of Rule 6-506

[NMRA].” IRP 138-139, 1491.

Ct. App. No, 33,3 12 is the State’s appeal from the District Court’s “Order

Suppressing Eidence. Dtsmisine Case. Remanding to Magistrate Court For

Enforcement ofjudemeni. and Releasine Bond,” RP 38—139}, This appcal ‘vas

properly appealed to this Court in accordance with Rule 1 2-201 (A)( 1) NMRA.

Ct. App. No. 33,701 is the [)efendant’s appeal of the District Court’s “Order

[)enx n l)elt ndant \lotir to )nmi’’ I I 4I T’u n dc i addT esd
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Defendant’s “Motion To Dismiss For Violation OfRule 6-506 [NMR.A].” [UP 95J.

Defendant expressed some doubt as to whether this constitutes a final appealable

order in his Docketing Statement but urged this Court to hear his appeal in any

event. [SUP 170-171J. It appears to the State that Defendant’s concern about the

propriety ofhis appeal was unnecessary. The District Court should have properly

included language in its order dismissing Defendant’s appeal, but because its order

would have the effect of terminating Defendant’s de novo appeal it has the effect

of a final appealable order. See State v. Celusniak, 2004-NMCA-070, ¶11 10, 14,

135 N.M. 728 (outlining the proper procedure for appeal to the Court ofAppeals

after a conditional plea in Magistrate Court and the consequences of the District

Court finding in favor ofeither the State or the defendant on de novo appeal).

vi



Summary of Proceedings

I. Nature of the Case

This is the consolidated case of Ct. App. No. 33,312 and Ct, App. No,

33,701. Both appeals are taken from District Court No. D-l I 13-LR-20 1300007.

The State believes that the issues in both appeals are properly before this Court,

and addresses the issues raised in both parties’ docketing statements in this brief

The State presents the following issues:

1. Whether the District Court properly determined that a dismissal of

Defendant’s case was not warranted under Rule 6-506 NMRA.

2. Whether the District Court properly determined that the traffic stop of

I)efendant’s vehicle was conducted without reasonable suspicion.

The State requests this Court to find that the District Court properly

determined that a dismissal of Defendant’s case was not warranted under Rule 6-

506. and to find that the District Court erred in determininn that the traftk stop was

not supported by reasonable suspicion.

ILStatement of Relevant Facts aiid Course of Proceedinos

A. Magistrate Court

On November 5, 2012, Defendant was charced by criminal complaint in the

Magistrate Court ofMcKinlev County with aggravated driving under the influence

of intoxicating liquor or drugs (3 Offense). driving bile license suspended or



revoked, no insurance, and roadways laned for traffic stemming from a traffic stop

on November 3, 2012. [RP 841. Defendant was arraigned and pled not guilty to all

charges on November 5, 2012, IRP 801. Defendant demanded a jury trial on

November 8. 2012. [RP 791. Defendant filed a “Motion to Suppress-Illegal Stop”

on December 7. 2012. [RP 551. The case was reassigned from Judge Soland to

Judge Hodo on January 10, 2013. JRP 501. Defendant excused Judge Hodo

fourteen days later on January 24, 2013. [RP 471. The case was assigned to Judge

Stanley King of San Juan County on February 13, 2013. LRP 461. A hearing on

Defendant’s Motion to Suppress was scheduled for April 2, 2013. IRP 441. On

April 2,2013, the Magistrate Court issued a Notice of Jury Trial for May 3. 2013.

jRP 43j. On April 4, 2013, the Magistrate Court issued a new Notice of Jury Trial

rescheduling thejury trial for May 9,2013. jRP 42j.

On May 7. 2013, Defendant filed a Motion to Dismiss on the grounds that

the time limits to commence trial under Rule 6-506 expired on May 6, 201 3 (1 82

days from Defendant’s arraignment on November 5, 2012). RP 40J. By way of

response to Dtèndam’s MotIon to Dismiss, the State tiled a \iohon fbr Extension

of Time, and argued that though time had expired. Defendant had contributed to

the delay by failing to appear on March 5, 2013 and excusing Judge Hodo after the

ten da’ period to file a notice ofexcusal had elapsed. IRP 38-391. Rule 6-106

NMR Judge King gi anted the State s Motion foi an Extension ol Time on Ma\



9, 2013. [RP 371. On May 16, 2013, Defendant entered a conditional plea

reserving his right to appeal to the District Court on two issues: 1) the

constitutionality of the traffic stop; and, 2) whether his prosecution was barred

because the time limits in Rule 6-506 had expired. [RP 211.

B. District Court

Defendant appealed to the District Court, IRP ij. Defendant filed a written

“Motion to Suppress — Illegal Stop.” LRP 14-161. Defendant filed a written

“Motion to Dismiss for Violation of Rule 6-506” on August 8,2013. IRP 95j.

On October 1,2013, the District Court held a hearing on both motions. IRP

1221. The hearing addressed the Motion to Dismiss first. LIO-1-13 CD 03:17:28-

34J. Neither party called witnesses. No testimony was taken regarding the issue of

time limits. As is the usual case, there was no formal record of the proceedings in

magistrate court to review. Sec Celusniak, 2004-NMCA-070, ¶ 8.

Defendant argued that Defendant’s trial was required to commence on or

betbre May 6. 2013. 110—1—13 UD 03:17:38—18:451. Aiternaovehf. Defendant

ar..ued that the State was requi.red to file a motion to extend the time li.mits ar..d cite

an exceptional circumstance prior to Niav 6. 201 3. or within ten clays thereafter.

110—1-13 CD 03:20:33-21:041. lie claimed the State’s Motion for Extension of

Time was untimely because it was filed after May 6. 2013 and did not set forth

exceptional circumstances to extend the time to commence trial or exceptional
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circumstances explaining why the motion to extend time was filed after May 6,

2013. 1104-13 CD 03:21:06-561.

The State argued that at least part of the delay in this case was caused by

Defendant’s untimely excusal ofJudge Hodo.’ 110-1-13 CD 03:27:38-28:00,

03:28:30-451. The State asserted that Judge King conducted a hearing on or about

May 3, 2013, in which he explained that he would be unable to conduct the jury

trial until May 9, 2013 and that he would be expanding the time limits to conduct

the trial. 110-1-13 CD 03:30:29-31:151. The State later indicated that this hearing

took place “subsequent to the suppression hearing.” 110-1-1 CD 03:41:33-42:101.

The State offered to call Deputy Merlin Benally, who was present for Judge King’s

ruling, to testify regarding these facts, but the District Court continued to ask

questions of the prosecutor. 110-1-13 CD 03:31:16-231. In response to those

questions, the State indicated that Defendant and counsel had been present during

this ruling as well and even objected on the grounds that these circumstances were

not exceptional enough to justify an extension under Rule 6-506(C)(5). 110-1-13

CD 03:31:24421. Dcfense counsel indicated that he had no memory of this

hearing. 110-1-13 CD 03:45:58-46:121.

‘The State argued in the District Court that Defendant’s excusal ofJudge Hodo
was untimely. Upon further review, the State acknowledges that Defendant’s
excusal ofJudge Hodo was timely filed in accordance with Rule 6-104 NMRA and
Rule 6-106(D).

4



The District Court ruled:

I’m going to find that there was an exceptional
circumstance. As to the particulars, whether Judge King
had to attend a funeral, had to appear for a critical
doctor’s appointment, or just damn well didn’t feel like
showing up. I think it constitutes an exception. Whether
there’s a reason for it, or it’s just willful disregard for his
duty, I don’t think matters. It is an exception, and I think
the State is entitled to the consequence of my finding an
exception there. So, I’m going to deny your motion for
dismissal based on the time violation.

[10-1-13 CD 03:47:45-48:271.

The hearing turned to Defendant’s Motion to Suppress. Deputy Benally

testified that he observed Defendant driving on November 3, 201 2, recognized

him, and recalled Defendant’s license was suspended or revoked during his recent

contacts with Defendant. 110-1-13 CD 03:52:47-53:221. Deputy Benally testified

that he had previously encountered Defendant twice in the preceding three or four

months, 110-1-13 CD 04:03:32-451. The first time Deputy Benaily encountered

Defendant, Defendant was acting as a designated driver for his companions. j 10-1-

13 CD 04:02:42-48j. Deputy Benally determined th.at Defend.ant’s license, was

suspen.ded or revoked, but let Defendant off with a warning because his passenge.rs

were intoxicated, and instructed Defendant to resolve the problem with his driver’s

license, [10-1-13 CD 04:02:49-03:011.

Deputy Benally next encountered Defendant as a passenger in another

person’s vehicle. [10-1-13 CD 04:03:10-151. The driver of that vehicle did not



have his driver’s license. [10-1-13 CD 04:03:16-19j, Deputy Benally checked the

licenses of everyone in the car, including Defendant, and learned that Defendant’s

license as still suspended or revoked. [10-1-13 CD 04:03:20-271.

Deputy Benally also testified that he was on duty when Deputy Houghtaling

pulled Defendant over and arrested him for driving under the influence and driving

while license suspended or revoked. Deputy Benally was not involved in this

traffic stop, but heard the dispatch center confirm that Defendant’s license was

suspended or revoked. [10-1-13 CD 04:06:06-291. Deputy Benally could not recall

precisely when the other deputy made this stop, but estimated that it was three

weeks before he arrested Defendant.2jlO-1-13 CD 04:06:33-441.

After recognizing Defendant, Deputy Benally turned his patrol unit around

and attempted to catch up to Defendant’s vehicle. [10-1-13 CD 03:54:46-551.

Deputy Benally testified that he intended to pull over Defendant’s vehicle after he

recognized Defendant but before he observed Defendant commit any further traffic

iolations, 110-1-13 CD 04:01:13-21, 04:02:08-211. Deputy BenaiN did not run

Defendants license plate through dispatch to confirm xhetlier or not Defendant’s

license was suspended or re oked until after he stopped Defendants chicle, at

which time Deputy Benally learned that his suspicion was correct, [10-1-13 CD

That traffic stop took place on October 5, 2012 and x.as ultimately the subject of
its own appeal. State i. Bradford ]ame, No. 33,020, mem. op. (N.M. Ct. App. Jan.
28, 2014) (nonprecedential).
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04:07:55-04:08:19J. Deputy Benally ultimately charged Defendant with driving

while license suspended or revoked. IRP 841.

While preparing to stop, but before stopping, Defendant’s vehicle, Deputy

Benally observed it cross the solid white “edge line” of the mad and onto the

shoulder, and then drift back toward the centerline. 110-1-13 CD 03:54:56-55:171.

Deputy Benally caught up to Defendant’s vehicle at the next intersection and

noticed that Defendant’s passenger was not wearing a seat belt. 110-1-13 CD

03:55:18-291. Deputy Benally conducted a traffic stop a short time after making

these two observations. 110-1-13 CD 03:55:38481. Deputy Benally testified that

he waited to conduct the traffic stop until they reached a safe place to stop

Defendant’s vehicle. 110-1-13 CD 04:01:27-02:051.

The District Court ruled from the bench and found Deputy Benally to be

credible. p10-1-13 CD 04:48:09-111. The Court specifically found that Deputy

Benally intended to stop Defendant immediately upon recognizing him as someone

whose license was suspended or revoked, and that any delay in making a traffic

stop was for the purpose ofgetting to a safe place and not for the purpose of

investigating other criminal activity. 110-1-13 CD 04:48:12471. The Court found

that Deputy Benally did not contact dispatch via radio to inquire about the status of

Defendant’s license prior to the stop. I10-1-13 CD 04:49:01-181. The District

Court determined that even though Deputy Benally had information regarding

7
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Defendant’s license three weeks earlier and three to four months earlier, it was not

reasonable for Deputy Benally to suspect Defendant’s license was suspended or

revoked on November 3, 2012. [10-1-13 CD 04:48:48-49:001. The District Court

found the stop unreasonable on this basis. [10-1-13 CD 04:49:20-36j.

The District Court found that any other reasons for the stop articulated by

Deputy Benally were irrelevant, but did not find that they were a pretext [10-1-13

CD 04:50:05-221. The Court’s finding was that Deputy Benally’s observation of

traffic offenses played no role in his decision to stop Defendant’s vehicle. [10-1-13

CD 04:50:41-511.

On October 10, 2013, the District Court entered a written order suppressing

evidence derived from the traffic stop. [PP 138-1391. This order was prepared by

Defendant’s counsel below and approved by the prosecutor. [PP 1391. The second

conclusion of law in that order includes language that the traffic violations Deputy

Benally observed after forming his intent to stop Defendant’s vehicle were

pretexts. IRP 1381. On October 30,2013, the District Court entered a written order

denying DefendanCs Motion to Dismiss. IRP 1491. Like the written order

suppressing evidence, it also contained an error. The Order Denying Defendant’s

Motion to Dismiss characterizes Defendants motion as an oral motion. [RP 1491.

Defendant had in faa tiled a written motion to dismiss. IRP 951.

8



Argument

I. The District Court Properly Denied Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss.

A. Standard of Review

Appeals from the magistrate court to the district court are (Ic novo appeals.

State i’. Siia;p, 2012-MvICA-042, ¶ 5, 276 P.3d 969. These de novo appeals may

include a review of issues related to the proper application of Rule 6-506.

commonly referred to as the “six month rule.” See generally, id. In these situations,

the district court must “independently determine whether the dismissal is

warranted” for a violation of Rule 6-506. Id. 13. The magistrate court is not

required to create a record of any factual findings for the district court to review

because these are not on-the-record reviews. Id1 11. These de novo appeals are

conducted as if proceedings in the magistrate court never took place. Id. Appellate

courts, in their turn, review a district court’s application oFthe six month rule de

novo, State v. Ravburns. 2008-NMCA-050, j 7, 143 N.M. 803. In conducting this

do novo review, an appellate court defers to a district coui1s findings of Idet and

re jews them ibr substantial er idence, Id, Substantial evidence is such relevant

evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion,’

JvOW Mexico Indits. If nergv Consumers v PRC, 2007-NM SC-05 3, i 28, 142 N.M.

533 (internal quotation and citation omitted).



B. Preservation

This issue was preserved by Defendant’s filing of a “Motion to Dismiss For

Violation Of Rule 6-50&” in both the Magistrate Court and the District Court. [RP

40, 951. This motion was opposed by the State in both courts below, and was the

subject of a hearing in the District Court on October 1, 2013. After that hearing,

the District Court entered an “Order Denying Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss.”

LRP 149j. Defendant then appealed that ruling and invoked this Court’s

jurisdiction consistent with the principles announced by this Court. IRP 169-1811,

Celusniak,2004-NMCA-036, ¶I 10, 14.

C. Rule 6-506 Nl’1RA did not require dismissal in this case.

A district court’s duty’ to independently determine whether the violation of

Rule 6-506 walTants a dismissal means that it is in no way bound by the magistrate

court’s determination. Sliaip. 201 2-NN4CA-042. II . It seems clear then that

district courts are required to conduct hearings, examine the record and

circumstances. and, if necessary, take evidence and testimony in order to make an

independent determination if circumstances warranted an e\tension of the time

limits in Rule 6-506(B) or if dismissal or other sanction is required. See, Id. ¶1 13.

In this case. the District Court held precisely such a hearing, reviewed the

record. and was cognizant of the date and content of the j udicial actions of the



Magistrate Court. 110-1-13 CD 03:20:03-121. In addition to the record, he also

listened to the statements of both counsel before making his decision.

As an initial matter, Defendant argues that statements of counsel are not

evidence and that it was error for the District Court to rely on them in denying

Defendant’s motion to dismiss for a violation of Rule 6-506(B). [SRP 176j. As a

general proposition, Defendant is correct that statements or arguments of counsel

are not evidence. State v. Lovett, 2012-NMSC-036, i 11, n. 2, 286 P.3d 265. Even

so. this Court should find that it was not error for the District Court to base this

decision in part on the statements of counsel. Many procedural matters are

conducted based either in whole or in part on the representations of counsel. See

State . Aaron, l984-NMCA-l24. ¶117, 102 N.M. 187 (holding that there was no

requirement that a court take evidence in order to find “good cause” for a

continuance and that “in established practice such a showing is ofien made by

statement of counsel”); State v, Li’ernois, I 997-NMSC-0 19, ¶ 25-27, 1 23 N.M.

1 28 <affirming a district court’s determination that there x as good cause to extend

the time limits of the inierstate aereement on detainers based in nart on

representations made by counsel); 5iate v. Bird, No. 30,032, mem, op. at I (NM.

Ci. App. Apr. 27. 201 0 (non-precedential) (affirming a district court’s

determination that there was good cause to grant an extension of the time limits of

the then existing district court six month rule based on the disputed representation

I I
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by the State that the defendant had consented to the extension and the further

representation that the parties were engaged in plea negotiations). Defendant’s

right to a trial within the time limits set forth in Rule 6-506(B) is distinct from

Defendant’s constitutional right to a speedy trial. State v. Heinsen, 2005-NMSC-

035,129, 138 N.M. 441 (“Our ruling on the six-month rule is not determinative of

any speedy trial issues”). Therefore, the rule is primarily procedural and not

constitutional. See Rayburns, 2008-NMCA-050,¶ 12 (characterizing Rule 6-506 as

a procedural rule). Consequently, this Court should find that the District Court was

correct to treat a hearing to determine the proper application ofRule 6-506

similarly to other procedural matters and find that it was not error for the District

Court to base his ruling in part on the statements of counsel, especially in light of

the fact that there exists no reviewable record of the Magistrate Court proceedings.

The record before the District Court contained court documents that

indicated that Defendant was arraigned on November 5, 2012. IRP 80J. The case

was originally assigned to Judge Soland. IRP 761. After her retirement, the case

was reassigned to Judge Hodo from Union County. IRP 501. Defendant excused

Judge Hodo. PIP 471. Then the case was reassigned to Judge King of San Juan

County on February 13, 2013. IRP 461. In total. the transfer among judges

accounted for one hundred of the one hundred and eighty-two allotted days under

Rule 6-506(B). Judge King set the case for a hearing on DefendanCs Motion to

12
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Suppress on March 5, 2013. Ifl 45j. Defendant acknowledges that he did not

attend that hearing, but Judge King chose not to issue a warrant because Defendant

was visiting a relative in the hospital. IRP 401. The hearing on Defendant’s Motion

to Suppress was finally held on April 2, 2013, one hundred and forty-eight days

after arraignment. IRP 44J. That same day, the Magistrate Court issued a Notice of

Jury Trial for May 3, 2013. [HP 43J. Two days later, on April 4,2013, the

Magistrate Court issued a Notice ofJury Trial for May 9, 2013. (HP 42j. No

documents were filed by either party until the Defendant filed his motion to

dismiss for the violation of the six month rule on May 7, 2013, one hundred and

eighty-three days after arraignment and thirty-three days after receiving the Notice

ofJury Trial for May 9, 2013. IR.P 401. The parties argued that this record was the

result of two conflicting factual scenarios. Under either scenario, this Court should

rule that Rule 6-506 did not require dismissal in this case.

The first scenario was the scenario that the Defendant advanced below. In

this scenario, the Magistrate Court issued a Notice of Jury Trial for May 3, 2013 on

April 2, 2013. HP 431. Two days later. on April 4. 2013. the Magistrate Court

issued a new Notice of Jury Trial for May 9, 2013. (RP 42J. Between April 4, 2013

and May 6, 2013, no action was taken on the case by the Magistrate Court or either

party. Instead, Defendant waited until the one hundred and eighty-two day time

limit passed and filed a motion to dismiss claiming that no exceptional

13



circumstances existed. [RP 40]. The State requests this Court to find that this

record does support a finding of exceptional circumstances.

This case is similar to the situation presented under the then existing district

court six month rule in State v. Guzman, 2004-NMCA-097, 136 N.M. 253. En

Guzman, the judge the case was initially assigned to died, and the case was

reassigned to another judge pro tempore before being assigned to a third judge who

adjudicated the case. Id. 2-5. The court reasoned that the six month rule was “to

be applied with common sense and not used to effect technical dismissals,” and

that the rule was not jurisdictional. Id. ¶ 9. The court made note that the defendant

appeared to acquiesce in the delay and did not apply the six month rule to effect a

technical dismissal. Id. ¶1 13. Later courts, while stating that overcrowded dockets

do not constitute exceptional circumstances, have considered Gunian and noted

that the circumstances presented in Guzman were exceptional. Stare ‘. Dominguez,

2007-NMCA-132. ¶1 12, 20. 142 NM. 631 (characterizing the reasons for the

delay in Guzman as ‘anomaIous and forgiveable).

Under the. t.h... e.or of the c.ase arg.ued by Defendant bel.ow, t.hi s case is like

Cu:manS Ihe case was passed through the. courts of three judges, two of whic.h had

to travel from other counties in order to conduct proceedings. IRP 76, 50, 46j. Fhe

State requests this Court to find that this case presents the same anomalous or

eceptiona1 circumstances as were heftre the Court in Gii:man.



Defendant, also like the defendant in Guzman, acquiesced in the delay by

filing a notice to excuse the second judge in the case on the second to last day it

was pennissible to do so, and by failing to show up to a hearing.3 (RP 40,461.

Defendant farther acquiesced in the delay by taking no action for thirty-three days

after receiving notice that his trial was set after the expiration ofthe six month rule.

IRP 40,421. in Guzman, the district court may not have based its ruling on the

timeliness of defendant’s assertion ofhis rights under the six month rule. Guzman,

2004-NMCA-097, ¶ 10. Nevertheless, the Court ofAppeals ruled that it would not

be unfair to the defendant to consider the timeliness ofdefendant’s assertion ofhis

rights because it was part of the record beibre the district court. Id. In this case, the

District Court considered to what extent Defendant contributed to the delay of his

trial and discussed it with both counsels. 110-1-13 CD 03:18:46-20:00,03:27:38-

30:191. This Court should follow Guzman, give consideration to the delay in this

case caused by Defendant, and reject a technical application of the rule that would

protect Defendant for being dilatory and sleeping on his rights. See Guzman, 2007-

NMCA-097. ¶ 13.

The record before the District Court was also amenable to a second scenario,

which was argued by the State below and accepted by the District Court. in this

scenario, the Magistrate Court held a hearing on Defendant’s Motion to Suppress

3As previously described, the State argued below that Defendant’s excusal of
Judge Hodo was untimely. It was timely filed, but contributed to delay nonetheless.
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on April 2. 2013. [RP 441. That same day, the Magistrate Court issued a Notice of

Jury Trial for May 3, 2013. [RP 431. Then, subsequent to the hearing on

Defendant’s Motion to Suppress, the Magistrate Court realized that he could not

hear this case on May 3, 2013 and orally declared that trial would be held on May

9, 2013 and that he would be extending the time, 110-1-13 CD 03:30:29-31:15,

03:41:33-42:10). The Magistrate Court then issued a new Notice of Jury Trial for

May 9, 2013 on April 4,2013. IRP 42j. The State, relying on the Magistrate

Court’s oral ruling, took no further action until Defendant filed his motion to

dismiss on May 7, 2013. IRP 40). The State then immediately filed a motion for

the extension of time. IRP 38-39). The Magistrate Court granted the State’s motion

on May 9, 2013. IRP 37). Under this scenario, the order granting an extension of

time was merely a writing memorializing a previously granted extension of time.

This scenario presents all the same anomalous conditions highlighted above

justifying the Magistrate and District Courts extension of the one hundred and

eiglitytwo day time limit. It also provides an explanation as to why the State did

not file a motion to extend. the time ijmjts. The State was relying on the action ot

the Magistrate oui1. ibis Court has previously noted the analytical similarities

between the exceptional circumstances necessary to justify the late filing of a

motion to extend time under the six month rule and the exceptional circumstances

necessary to excuse an untimel notice of appeal. [)oni!iiguc:, 2007-N MCA- 132, ¶

1 5



10. This Court does not rigidly apply time limits when the delay in filing was due

to a party justifiably relying on the actions of a court. Id. Here, the State relied on

the Magistrate Court’s oral ruling that he was extending time. That ruling

happened before the expiration of the time limits, and thus a motion to extend time

was not necessary until Defendant filed the motion to dismiss. A court may make

an oral ruling extending the time limits and memorialize it later, even after the time

limits have expired. Gurnan, 2004-NMCA-097. ¶T 6, II.

The State requests the Court to find that the State reasonably relied on the

action of the Magistrate Court and should be excused for filing the motion for

extension of time after the time limits in Rule 6-506 expired.

II. The Traffic Stop was Supported by Reasonable Suspicion

A. Standard of Review

“Appellate review of a motion to suppress presents a mixed question of law

and fact” State i. KeteLcon. 201 1-NMSC-023. 9. 150 N.M. 137. Revie\vinL

courts review legal determinations of reasonable suspicion and probable cause

iioiO, .aie v, Uri.osie, 2002-NMSCM23. ¶ 2, 132 NJ.vL 592. The factual

determinations of the district court are reviewed under a substantial evidence

standard, S’tate i. HicIds. 20l3-NMCA-056, ‘5. 300 P.3d I i3.



B. Preservation

This issue was preserved by the Defendant’s filing of a “Motion to

Suppress-Illegal Stop” which was opposed by the State in both the Magistrate

Court and District Court, IRP 55, 14-16j. This issue was also addressed at a

hearing before the District Court on October 1, 2013. After that hearing, the

District Court issued an “Order Suppressing Evidence, Dismissing Case,

Remanding to Magistrate Court for Enforcement of Judgment and Releasing

Bond” on October 10, 2013. IRP 138-1391. The State timely appealed that order

and invoked this Court’s jurisdiction in compliance with Rule 12-201(A)(l ).

C. The Traffic Stop was Supported By Reasonable Suspicion.

Thc police may make an investigatory stop in circumstances that do not rise

to the level of probable cause for an arrest if they have a reasonable suspicion that

the law has been or is being violated. State ‘n Morales, 2005-NMCA—027. 14.

137 N.M. 73. Reasonable suspicion is a particularized suspicion. based on the

totality of the circumstances that a particular individual is breaking or has broken

the law, State v. Jason L 2000NMSC0 1$, ¶ 20. 12.9 NM. 119. An officer must

he aware of specific articulable thcts that, when judged objectively, would lead a

reasonable person to believe that criminal activity occurred or was occurring. State

1.’. .Fiinderburg. 200X-NMSC-026, ¶, 14. 144 N.M. 37.
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“Any person who drives a motor vehicle on any public highway of this state

at a time when his privilege to do so is suspended or revoked and who knows or

should have known that his license was suspended or revoked is guilty of a

misdemeanor.” NMSA 1978 § 66-5-39(A) (1993). An officer has reasonable

suspicion to conduct a traffic stop of a vehicle once the officer learns that the

registered owner of the vehicle has a suspended or revoked license even if the

officer does not confirm that the driver of the vehicle is the registered owner prior

to the stop. Hicks, 2013-NMCA-056. 16.

Deputy Renally testified that he was able to see Defendants face clearly and

that Defendant was driving a vehicle on the road. 110-1-13 CD 03:52:47-53:221.

Deputy Benally testified that he recognized Defendant from two previous

encounters in the last four months. 110-1-13 CD 04:03:32-451. Deputy Benally

testified that during these past encounters he “ran” Defendant’s license and was

advised that Defendant’s license was suspended or revoked. 110-1-13 CD

04:02:49-03:01, 04:03:20-271, Deputy Benally also testified that approximately

three weeks earlier he was on duty when another officer pulled over defendant, and

he heard over the radio that his dispatch center had once again conlirmed that

Defendant’s license was suspended or revoked. 110-1-13 CD 04:06:06-291. Thus,

Deputy Benally had particularized knowledge, and not a subjective hunch, that

Defendant’s license was suspended or revoked. Sec [licks, 201 3NMCA-056,’ 16.
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Deputy Benally had even more information than the officer in Hicks, because

Deputy Benally recognized Defendant as the vehicle’s driver. [10-1-13 CD

03:52:47-53:22j. Deputy Benally also testified that in one of his previous

encounters, he had personally instructed Defendant that he needed to correct the

problem with his license; Deputy Benally knew that Defendant had cause to know

that his license was suspended or revoked. 110-1-13 CD 04:02:4943:011. In

Hicks, the court determined that the officer who pulled over a vehicle after learning

the registered owner’s license was suspended or revoked had reasonable suspicion

to conduct a stop even though the officer was relying on “limited information.”

Hicks, 20l3-NMCA-056, ¶ 18. Here, Deputy Benally had much more information

than the officer in Hicks, and this Court should hold that this information

constituted reasonable suspicion.

Alternatively, if this Court determines that Deputy Benally did not have

reasonable suspicion to conduct a traffic stop based solely on his knowledge that

Defendant’s license was suspended or revoked, this Court should still hold that

Deputy Benally had reasonable suspicion in this case because Deputy Benally

observed Defendant and his passenger violate other traffic laws. See State v.

Anava, 2008-NMCA-020, ¶ 15, 143 N.M. 431 (stating that even where an officer

has made a mistake of law, if his observations provide an objective basis for the

traffic stop on other grounds, the stop may be upheld). Deputy Benally testified
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that while he was preparing to stop Defendant’s vehicle for the offense of driving

with a suspended or revoked license, he observed the vehicle cross the “white edge

line” and travel onto the shoulder. 1101-13 CD 03:54:56-55:171. Deputy Benally

also observed that Defendant’s passenger was not wearing a seatbelt. 110-1-13 CD

03:55:18-291. Both ofthese observations are violations of the traffic law. See

NMSA 1978, § 66-7-3 17 (1978); NMSA 1978, § 66-7-372 (2001).

These two observations by Deputy Benally provided independent reasonable

suspicion that Defendant and his passenger had violated or were violating other

traffic laws in addition to driving with a suspended or revoked license. The District

Court refused to consider whether these observations constituted reasonable

suspicion because Deputy Benally had already formed the intent to stop

Defendanfs vehicle prior to making these observations. 110-1-13 CD 04:50:05-

511. The State respectfully submits that this was a legal error.

In Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 19-20 (1968), the United States Supreme Court

set forth a two-part test to determine the reasonableness of an investigatory stop.

An appellate court must determine (1) whether the stop was justified at its

inception and (2) whether the officefs action was reasonably related in scope to

the circumstances which justified the interference. See also State i’. Leyva. 2011-

NMSC-009, ¶ 10, 149 N.M. 435. Thus, it is a court’s duty to determine whether

reasonable suspicion exists at the time the officer makes the stop (its inception),
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not at the time the officer forms the intent to make the stop. Further, courts are

required to make determinations regarding reasonable suspicion and probable

cause based on the totality of the circumstances. State t Cardenas-Alvarez, 2001-

NMSC-0l7, ¶ 21, 130 N.M. 386. The District Court only considered part of the

circumstances and this failure resulted in an erroneous legal conclusion.

Upholding the District Court’s ruling would mean holding that once the

deputy subjectively determined to make a traffic stop, anything else he saw would

be irrelevant. Not only is this illogical, it is in direct opposition to the objective

standard New Mexico has set for determinations of reasonable suspicion and

probable cause. See State v. Ochoa, 2009-NMCA-002, ¶ 25, 146 N.M. 206 (stating

that reasonable suspicion must be objective and not based on the subjective beliefs

ofofficers). in practice, because officers nearly always form the intent to make a

traffic stop after the first traffic violation they observe, it would mean holding that

courts may only consider the first traffic offense that an officer observes when

making a determination of reasonable suspicion. Again, this would seem to

specifically preclude an analysis of the totality of the circumstances. Moreover, it

is not the rule in New Mexico. In a somewhat different context of analyzing an

officer’s mistake of law, courts do not end their analysis by concluding that the

reason originally articulated by the officer was wrong, but uphold traffic stops bbif
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the facts articulated by the officer support reasonable suspicion on another basis.”

Anaya, 2008-NMCA-020, ¶ 15.

For the foregoing reasons, the State requests, that in the event that this Court

holds that Deputy Benally did not have reasonable suspicion that Defendant was

driving with a suspended or revoked license, the Court find that the deputy

nevertheless had reasonable suspicion to stop Defendant’s vehicle because he

observed two other traffic violations. These two observations satisfy the reasonable

suspicion requirement for the traffic stop.

D. The Traffic Stop was not Pretextual.

The District Court’s “Order Suppressing Evidence, Dismissing Case,

Remanding To Magistrate Court For Enforcement Of Judgment, And Releasing

Bond” contains detailed findings of fact and conclusions of law. The second

conclusion of law reads “because Deputy Benally followed [Defendant] and

intended to stop him for a revoked license, it is irrelevant whether or not Deputy

Benally observed a seatbelt violation or failure to maintain lane after forming this

intent, as these were a pretext fhr the stop” 1RP 138j. To the extent that this is a

legal conclusion, the State requests this Court to conduct a de noio review and

reverse the ruling of the District Court. See L’riosie. 2002-NMSC-023. ¶ 23 (legal

determinations are reviewed de noio). To the extent. that this finding is predicated

on a factual finding that Deputy Benally somehow conducted this traffic stop based
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on the lane and seatbelt violations as a pretext to conduct an investigation into the

status ofDefendant’s license, the State asserts that the finding is not supported by

substantial evidence and should not be treated as controlling by this Court. See

Rule 12-21 3(A)(4).

“A pretextual traffic stop is a detention . . . executed as a pretense to pursue a

‘hunch,’ a different more serious investigative agenda.” See Ochoa, 2009-NMCA-

002, ¶25 (emphasis added). In order to uphold the District Court’s finding that the

traffic stop was pretextual, this Court must find that Deputy Benally pulled

Defendant over, ostensibly because he observed lane and seatbelt violations, but

with the actual desire to conduct a different more serious investigation. In other

words, Deputy Benally must have used the two subsequent traffic offenses as a

subterfuge to investigate Defendant’s license. See id. ¶ 15 (describing a pretextual

stop as a constitutionally valid stop used as a subterfuge to gather evidence for

another criminal investigation). This finding is not consistent with the record.

To begin with, the District Court did not find that any part of this traffic stop

was a pretext during its oral ruling on October 1,2013; the Court merely found

Deputy Benally’s subsequent observations of traffic violations to be irrelevant

because Deputy Benally had already formed the intent to stop Defendant’s vehicle.

110-1-13 CD 04:50:05-22,04:50:41-51). The finding that Deputy Benally’s

observations of a lane and seatbelt violation were a pretext for another

I
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investigation is inconsistent with the second and sixth findings of fact in the

District Court’s order. fliP 1381 (“Deputy Benally decided to stop the vehicle

because he recognized [Defendant] by his face and, based on prior encounters,

believed [Defendant’s] license had been revoked ... Deputy Benally intended to

pull [Defendant] over as soon as he recognized him, and only waited to initiate the

traffic stop until [Defendant] turned onto a road with a shoulder where it was safe

to pull off) (emphasis added). Deputy Benally consistently articulated the fact that

Defendant’s license was suspended or revoked during past encounters as the initial

and primary basis for the stop. 110-1-13 CD 04:01:13-21,04:02:08-211. The

District Court specifically found Deputy Benally’s testimony credible. 110-1-13

CD 04:48:09-111. The District Court also found that the only reason Deputy

Benally delayed the stop was for the safety ofDefendant and himself. IRP 1381.

Therefore, it was not Deputy Benally’s intention to stop Defendant for the two

other traffic violations with the intention to actually investigate the status of

Defendant’s license: and the stop cannot be found to be pretextual on this record.

Before observing the other two traffic violations, Deputy Benally believed

that he had reasonable suspicion to pull Defendant over for driving with a

suspended or revoked license, and he followed Defendant in order to pull

defendant over on that basis. 110-1-13 CD 04:01:13-21,04:02:08-211. Even if this

Court determines that Deputy Benally did not have reasonable suspicion that
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Defendant’s license was suspend or revoked, the proper framework to analyze this

case is not a pretextual stop analysis under Ochoa, but a mistake of law analysis

underAnaya, 2008-NMCA-020, 143 N.M. 431. “A mistake of law is a mistake

about the legal effect of a known fact or situation.” State v. Hubble, 2009-NMSC-

014, ¶ 22, 146 N.M. 70 (internal quotation and citation omitted). “Conduct

premised totally on a mistake of law cannot create the reasonable suspicion needed

to make a traffic stop; but if the facts articulated by the officer support a reasonable

suspicion on another basis, the stop can be upheld.” Anaya, 2008-NMCA-020, ¶
15.

If this Court determines that Deputy Benally’s information regarding the

status of Defendant’s license was insufficient by itself to constitute reasonable

suspicion, then Deputy Benally was wrong about the legal effect of his

information. That being the case, Deputy Benally’s observations of Defendant

yielded two different, objectively reasonable grounds to justify the traffic stop and

the traffic stop should be upheld. Anaya, 2008-NMCA-020. 15. These

observations were independent of Deputy Benallys information regarding

Defendant’s license, and not a pretext Deputy Benally used to investigate

Defendant for some other crime. This Court should hold that the record does not

support the finding that this stop was conducted as a pretext.
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Conclusion

The State requests the Court to find that there were exceptional

circumstances to justify an extension of the time limits of Rule 6-506. The State

requests the Court to further hold that the State’s late filing of a motion for the

extension of those time limits was due to the States reasonable reliance on the

action of the Magistrate Court. For those reasons, the State requests this Court to

affirm the ruling of the District Court below.

As to the issue of reasonable suspicion for the traffic stop, the State requests

this Court to hold that the deputy had reasonable suspicion to conduct a traffic stop

because he was personally aware that Defendant’s license was suspended or

revoked. his information was recent, and he observed Defendant driving on a

roadway. i-\lternatively. the State requests the Court to find that the deputy’s

observations of Defendant caused him to develop specific articulable facts

sufficient to uphold the traffic stop on another basis, In either case, the State

requests the Court to reverse the District Court’s Order Suppressing Evidence and

remand thi case to the District (ourt tdr proceedings consistent with Defendant’s

conditional plea and disposition agreement.
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